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DBE on site public relations tasks
by Dr. H.J. Krug und Dr. R. Meyer

Thesis:
There is no 'golden rule' for an immediate increase in acceptance of nuclear
facility sites - this applies to nuclear power plants as well as waste management
facilities.

The German Company for the Construction and Operation of Repositories for
Waste Products (DBE - entrusted on behalf of the Federal Government with the
management of all three German waste repository sites (projects), Morsleben,
Konrad, Gorleben - concentrates in the field of public relations work on the
following:

- caring for (and informing) visitors from home and abroad;

- cooperation with local and regional authorities and their representatives,
press, media, etc. including associate editing of the GORLEBEN-information
leaflet which appears monthly or every second month in cooperation with the
Federal Board for Radiation Protection (BfS), as well as press releases if
required;

- responding to inquiries and visit requests of press, radio and TV.

Basic work:
- early and comprehensive information of the public at the sites about

progress of work and possible exceptional events with special involvement
of local politicians and representatives as well as press agencies. Close
contacts exist to the local paper and to a national paper;

- municipal representatives and the media are regularly directly informed on
site or sporadically at their own request;

- special emphasis is placed on the spoken, explaining word, namely that
communication and discussion are valued more highly than written material.
Of course, transparencies, films and brochures are available to support the
spoken word;

- continual availability for discussion and information presentations e.g., also
at weekends;

- maintenance of casual contacts to opponents of the plant.

In Gorleben - the site of further waste management facilities beside the
exploration mine - there is close cooperation with representatives of the other
important companies and institutions hence, visitors are generally pooled, i.e., the
majority visit all facilities or their information centers.
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